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Led by Durham University, NATURVATION involves 14 institutions across Europe working in fields as 
diverse as urban development, innovation studies, geography, ecology, environmental assessment 
and economics. Our partnership includes city governments, non-governmental organisations and 
business. We will assess what nature-based solutions can achieve in cities, examine how innovation 
is taking place, and work with communities and stakeholders to develop the knowledge and tools 
required to realise the potential of nature-based solutions for meeting urban sustainability goals.
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GROWING EFFECTIVE GOVERNANCE SOLUTIONS

1.  Bridge the Opportunity Gap
    Bring the goals of actors working at multiple 

levels into alignment.

2.  Try Different
 Governance Approaches
      Governance comes in different shapes and 

sizes. Find the right approach for you. 

3. Develop Strong Roots  

 Extending the underlying principles and 

values of governance will make sure it can 

endure.

Taking Action for Urban Nature means growing effective governance solutions – approaches 
that can work to bring key actors and agendas together to enable nature-based solutions in 
cities.
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Filling the Gap: use four key governance tools that work

AN EMERGING OPPORTUNITY GAP

Naturvation research shows that there is an opportunity gap emerging between top-down 
policies that promote nature-based solutions for biodiversity, climate and environmental 
goals and bottom-up initiatives that stress their values in providing green space, well-being 
and economic development.

Climate Change

Pollution

Water se
curity

RegenerationGreen Space

Well-being

Identify champions who can 
speak for the value of nature in 
your city.

Identify those who can benefit 
from nature-based solutions and 
make their multiple benefits visible 
and valued.

Create and use windows of 
opportunity to bring nature-based 
solutions into the city.

Work with change agents and 
bridge-building organisations to 
join up those who can benefit from 
nature-based solutions.
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REALISING THE OPPORTUNITY

Using windows of opportunity, working with intermediary organisations and champions as 
well as making their benefits for a range of people and organisations visible and valued, 
are all proven to work in bridging the ‘opportunity gap’ that can occur between top-down 
priorities and bottom-up needs, and across different actors working in cities.

Aligning the policy goals of European and national governments with those of local 
authorities, community groups and businesses developing nature-based solutions on the 
ground will enable them to fulfil their potential to contribute towards multiple sustainable 
development goals.
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A DOZEN DESIGNS FOR NBS GOVERNANCE

• Our research shows that there is no one-size fits all approach to developing governance 
approaches that work for nature-based solutions.

• There is a strong emphasis on working together – partnership working, enabling and 
facilitating roles are important and effective forms of governance.

• There is also a key role for governments and their agencies, within cities and beyond, in 
establishing the right contexts for action and delivering nature-based solutions for their 
communities.

• We also need to recognise the vitally important roles that citizens, civil society groups 
and businesses play in implementing nature-based solutions.

• We have a wealth of proven approaches – pick the one that works for you.
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GOVERNANCE COMES IN MANY SHAPES AND SIZES

Pa�nership
Government Led

In-house

Incentive driven

Business Philanthropic Community

Enabling Pa�nership
Society Led

Pa�nership
Business Led

Publicly provided Conso�ium Rule driven
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ENSURING STRONG ROOTS

Inclusive

Just

Abundant Relevant
Practical

Informed

TransparentAmbitious

• Our research shows that growing effective governance for nature-based solutions 
depends on strong roots – core principles that underpin the development and 
implementation of initiatives.

• All of the projects we have analysed have some strong roots.

• However, very few projects have developed a strong root system, where multiple 
principles are used together to ensure that nature-based solutions can endure.

• Developing strong root systems can be challenging because these principles can conflict. 
Recognising these conflicts and purposefully addressing them will be vital for nature-
based solutions to thrive.
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PLANTING THE SEEDS FOR GROWING GOOD GOVERNANCE

For municipal
governments

For national and
regional governments

For businesses and civil
society organisations

Identify new opportunities for aligning your work with national 
and regional strategies; establish organisations that work 
across sectors; work across your city to find those who can 
champion and benefit from nature-based solutions; talk to 
community groups and private sector organisations to see how 
you can enable and empower their work or join together to 
form partnerships; evaluate your existing nature-based 
solutions and consider how to strengthen their roots.

Identify how nature-based solutions can be integrated into 
policy areas which matter for local communities, businesses 
and cities working with nature, such as health and economic 
development; consider how funding schemes can support the 
development of intermediaries and nurture change agents; 
support municipalities in scaling up their work; identify ways in 
which to enable and empower the work of businesses and civil 
society groups through providing knowledge and support; 
consider the adoption of key principles to strengthen the roots 
of nature-based initiatives in cities.

Make the co-benefits of your work with nature visible and 
valued by identifying the multiple beneficiaries who can gain 
from nature in cities; identify organisations that can act as 
intermediaries, building bridges between diverse opportunities 
and work with them to establish partnerships; recognise and 
celebrate your role as change agents in urban sustainability; 
try out different governance approaches to enable you to 
achieve your potential, for example working in partnership 
with diverse organisations; adopt principles for working with 
nature-based solutions that will ensure that they can endure.



Our course combines both technical
knowledge and the social sciences
to better understand nature-based
solutions in a holistic perspective.

Nature-based solutions have the
potential to provide multiple benefits

across a range of sustainability
challenges facing cities and urban areas.

The aim of our course is to create an
online learning community on nature-based

solutions that connects the key
themes of nature, cities and innovation.

Meet a team of researchers and
practitioners from countries across
Europe and the world who will
provide insights, findings and practical
experiences of nature-based solutions.

URBAN NATURE – A MASSIVE
OPEN ONLINE COURSE

Explore our
Massive Open Online
Course (MOOC) on

nature-based solutions
in cities!
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Taking Action for Urban Nature
Working with nature-based solutions can offer cities new ways of meeting their goals for sustainable development. 
Putting these solutions into practice often requires municipal governments, businesses, not-for-profit organisations and 
community groups to work together and develop new approaches. These NATURVATION guides have been prepared 
using fifty-four examples from eighteen cities working with nature to identify the innovation pathways, governance 
arrangements, business models, and citizen engagement approaches that can work to support action for urban nature. 
They are designed to support cities and their partners take forward their ambitions to work with nature for biodiversity, 
climate change and sustainability.
 
To download our guides, please visit: www.naturvation.eu



www.naturvation.eu

@naturvation


